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J a m i e  H o g s e t t

style savvy A  b e a d e r ’ s  g u i d e  t o  f a s h i o n

No matter what the fashion trends dictate, summer is all about

bright clothes that you can run around and be comfortable in. The

palette of sorbet colors in this sportswear ensemble is cool and relaxed,

yet refined and chic. On the runways, summery sportswear was shown

in pretty pinks, soft citron yellows, and vibrant greens, and most

designs were reinterpretations of basic, classic items. Even the sandals

are a reinvention, an updated version of the manufacturer’s renowned

exercise sandal. They’re cute and ultra comfortable at the same time. 

Another summer trend is the combination of several patterned items. Here the polka dots of the overshirt, the floral print

of the belt, and the bright stripes of the handbag interact in harmony. The U-bolt cinched lariat with pastel fibers and lamp-

worked beads adds whimsy and ties the colors and patterns of the ensemble together. Wear this outfit when you’re lounging

on your front porch on a hot afternoon—beading perhaps! Just make sure you have your handbag close by in case you hear

the familiar tune of the ice cream truck.

Jamie Hogsett is projects editor of Beadwork magazine.

Summer Sorbet
A green textured cotton button-down over a butter yel-

low tank paired with cropped pink chinos, patterned

accessories, and sandals so cushiony, you could

comfortably run after the ice cream truck.

Reference: Textile View Magazine, Issue 64, Winter 2003.

Clothing from Gap. Nine West handbag and Dr. Scholl’s sandals from Foley’s.
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S U M M E R  S O R B E T  L A R I A T
Step 1: Cut each piece of fiber to 36". Tie each strand with a

double square knot to the square end of the U-bolt leav-

ing 1⁄2" tails. Repeat for the second U-bolt.

Step 2: Cut the remaining fibers into different lengths rang-

ing from 6-10". String one bead to the middle of each

piece of fiber and tie an overhand knot above each bead.

Tie the ends of the fiber onto the round end of the first

U-bolt. Trim ends leaving 1⁄2" tails.

Step 3: To wear, pull the fibers through the second U-bolt.

(

RESOURCES:

Fiber: Melek Karacan, (302) 644-3333

Lampworked beads: Mother Beads, (843) 851-1641, 

renee@motherbeads.com

M a t e r i a l s

11 lampworked 14mm beads

5' each of 12 assorted fibers

2 U-bolts

N o t i o n s

Scissors
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